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Subject:  

[Minerals—IF 2.250]  

Paper Invitation for Special Issue “Groundwater 

Geochemistry Environment, Exploration, 

Modeling” 

 

Dear Colleagues, 

 

As the guest editors of the Minerals Special Issue on “Groundwater Geochemistry Environment, 

Exploration, Modeling”, we would like to cordially invite you to contribute (either alone or with a 

colleague/post-doc, etc.) with research paper or review to this Issue.  

 
Special Issue: Groundwater Geochemistry Environment, Exploration, Modeling 

Guest Editors: Prof. Dr. Antonella Buccianti and Prof. Dr. Renguang Zuo 

Submission Deadline: 30 September 2020 (More time can be granted, if necessary) 

Website: https://www.mdpi.com/journal/minerals/special_issues/GGEEM 

 

Should your response be positive, we would appreciate receiving within the next two months a short 

tentative abstract (150–200 words) describing the topic covered in your contribution. Papers can be 

submitted at any time up until the deadline as they will be published *on an ongoing basis*.  

 

Minerals is one of MDPI's open-access journals (indexed in Web of Science, current Impact Factor 

2.250). *JCR category rank*: 6/19 (Q2) in Mining & Mineral Processing; 12/29 (Q2) in Mineralogy.  

 

The Article Processing Charge (APC) is 1600 CHF (Swiss Francs) per accepted paper. You can enjoy 

*400 CHF discount* through my invitation, and may also share this invitation with your team 

members and co-authors. You may be also entitled to a discount if you have previously received a 

discount code or if your institute is participating in the MDPI Institutional Open Access Program 

(IOAP); for more information, see http://www.mdpi.com/about/ioap. 

 

There are numerous benefits to publishing in Minerals: (1) open access and high visibility—unlimited 

access, broad database coverage, and various promotional activities and academic event 

presentations; (2) rapid turn-around—The median values of the "Article Processing Time" (from 

submission to publication) is 42 days in 2019. 

 

Please feel free to contact the Editorial Office (minerals@mdpi.com or anker.he@mdpi.com), if you 

have any questions or concerns. 

We very much hope that you can accept this offer and we look forward to hearing from you. 

Prof. Dr. Antonella Buccianti 

Prof. Dr. Renguang Zuo 

Guest Editors of Special Issue "Groundwater Geochemistry Environment, Exploration, Modeling" 

https://www.mdpi.com/journal/minerals/special_issues/GGEEM

